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1. Cockroaches, spiders and lizards are animals too. It would be more 
accurate to say that he despised furry animals. 

2. Not a full sentence and a nitpicky PSLE marker will penalise you. 

3. Nice use of alliteration in a name to give it a distinctive flavour that serves 
to also characterise. Good job! 

4. What is wrong with your number concordance? 

5. What are the 3 spelling mistakes in this script? 

6. This compo can be improved with a more detailed characterization of 
Tom’s timidity and lack of courage. There is no need to stick strictly to the 
rules I gave you in the 5 elements of characterization. Now that you are a 
better writer, you can break those rules. You can use 3 D, 2 S and 5 A or 5 
D, 2 A and 4 S. Any combination is fine as long as you bring out the 
character’s timidity in SHARP relief to his later courageous act. 

7. There could also have been a more detailed exploration of Tom’s fear. 
You can use the 5S twice, you know, in the same compo. If you do both 
the above, you would comfortably hit 4 pages. 

8. Please rewrite the relevant parts I detailed above and ONLY those parts. 
There is no need to rewrite the whole compo. Clearly indicate where to 
insert your re-written portions in the original and cross out whatever you 
think is no longer relevant from the original. Pass up your marked original 
along with the re-written portions. 

9. Content: 16/20 (requires more detailed development but the compo has 
an interesting twist at the end and it has all the writing techniques taught. 
In addition, it is logical and coherent, with a reasonable tightness in how 
everything links up. However, to do really well, you need to do more than 
just meet the criteria I set. You need to go beyond.) 

10. Language: 16/20 (various spelling mistakes) 
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